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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoretical Framework 

1. Students’ Attitude Toward the Implementation of Teaching with 

Multimedia Visual Aids 

a. Attitude 

According to Gord (1973, p.43) in Budyatna (2016, p.7) defined 

attitude as the predisposition or tendency to read specifically toward an 

objects, situasion, or value usually accompanied by feeling and 

emotions. Travers (1982, p.376) said that attitudes as a positive 

approach or negative avoidance of ideas and objects. 

Crano and Lawrence (1982, p.15) in Budyatna (2016, p.8) 

stated that, an attitude as the personal internal behavior, which goes in 

someone’s mind. Baker (1992, p.10) atated that attitude is a 

hypothetical construction used to explain the direction and persistence 

of human behavior. 

According to Azwar (2007) represented by psychologists Louis 

Thurstone, Rensis Likert, and Charles Osgood, attitude is a form of 

evaluation or reaction of feelings. Thus, a person’s attitude towards an 

object means either favourable or unfavourable to the object. 

Based on the definition above it can be concluded that attitude 

is the tendency to act with respect to a particular object. Of all the 

sense in the above expression can be taken a sense of attitude, which is 
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an assessment of a person's attitude toward an object, situation, 

concept, others and themselves due to the result of the process of 

learning and experience in the field who expressed a sense of love 

(positive response) and distaste (negative response). The importance of 

attitude in learning English that, the degree of success that the learner 

can be aspects to attain in learning activities depends in great measure 

upon own attitude and contemporary and persistent interest. 

b. Components of Attitude 

Attitude is a concept that helps in understanding human 

behavior. Azwar (2007, p.4-5) involves three components that interact 

with the object. These components include: 

1) Cognitive component or perceptual component is a component 

which is related to knowledge, views, and beliefs things related to 

perception based on information associated with the object.  

2) Affective component or emotional component is a component 

which is related to the sense of happy or unhappy one’s feelings 

toward an attitude object. 

3) Conative component or behavior component is a component which 

is related to one’s tendency to act to an attitude object. 

This component is called the action tendency component. 

Action tendency components can be divided into two kinds. 

1) Positive attitude. The attitude of the show, accept acknowledge, 

approve, and implement associated with the object. 
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2) Negative attitude, attitudes which show or showed rejection or 

disagree on matters relating to the object. 

c. Factors that Influence Students’ Attitude 

There are five factors that influence students’ attitudes (Azwar, 

2009, p.30): 

1) Personal experience. It can be the basis for the formation of 

attitudes, personal experiences should leave a strong impression. 

Therefore, the attitude will be more easily formed when personal 

experience occurs in situations involving emotional factors. 

2) Influence of culture. Unwittingly steering line culture has instilled 

our attitude towards various issues. Culture has colored the attitude 

of members of the community, because the pattern is culture that 

gives individuals experience public care. 

3) The mass media. In the newspapers and the healthcare radio or 

other communications media, which supposedly factual news 

delivered objective likely to be influenced by the attitude of the 

author, consequently affect the attitudes of consumers. 

4) Institute of Education and Religious Institutions. Moral concepts 

and teachings of educational institutions and religious institutions 

determine the belief system it is not surprising that in turn affects 

the attitude concept. 
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5) Emotional Factors. Sometimes, a form of attitude is a statement 

that is based on emotion which serves as a sort of channeling 

frustration or alienation of the ego defense mechanisms. 

In addition, Bartram (2010) stated that a teacher can influence 

students’ attitudes. Students view a teacher as an agent or a person who 

has roles in forming their attitudes. How the teacher teaches also affect 

a learner-teacher relationship. It means, different teaching practices 

and styles from teacher will be perceived differently by the students, 

then, this condition can affect to their relationship. When teachers’ 

teaching practices and styles are agreed by students, it can make good 

relationship between both of them and also conversely. In some cases, 

students will leave a class because they do not like their teacher’s 

teaching methods (teachers’ teaching practices and styles in the 

classroom), way of interaction to the students, or even personalities. 

d. The Implementation of Teaching with Multimedia Visual Aids 

According to Sudiran (2015, p. 686) Media plays a significant 

role in the language learning process. Students are able to understand 

lessons easily through media. Media also creates an interesting 

atmosphere of learning. The use of media should be appropriate for the 

learning objectives. Media is used to assist students understand the 

learning materials. On the other hand, the explanation from the lecturer 

is difficult to be understood for most students without the presence of 

media. For some students, not all teachers’ explanations can be 
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understood easily. To bridge the gap between teachers’ explanations 

and students’ ability to understand, it needs appropriate media. For this 

reason, the media is very important in the learning process. Media 

helps students master the subject and makes learning run well, 

especially in listening comprehension. In terms of media visual aids 

can be used as a systematic supporting facility of learning media. In 

the teaching-learning process, a teacher can use media to improve 

students’ listening comprehension.  

According to Sulaiman et al (2017, p. 94) Studies by Mirvan 

(2013), Woottipong (2014) and Sarani, Behtash and Arani (2014) 

highlighted that students’ perception on using video media was 

positive because by using video media, their listening comprehension 

became better and they were more interested to learn the skill and the 

language. This is due to the use of authentic language in the video. 

These three recent research results are parallel to one of the pioneer 

research by Gruba (1997) where he indicated that students have 

positive response to the use of video media. In fact, the students also 

preferred to have a video evaluation rather than written and audio 

evaluation. A study by McCarthy (2015) has proven this claim. The 

students preferred video evaluation because it reflects face to face 

interaction. Muskin (2015) stated that students perform better in their 

assessment and evaluation when they have truly understood the 

purpose and process of the particular assessment or evaluation. 
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2. The Role of Multimedia Visual Aids in Students’ Listening 

Comprehension 

Jack Richards (1985) in Lyudmila (2011, p. 79) describes listening 

competency as being comprised of a set of "microskills". These are the 

skills effective listeners employ when trying to make sense of aural input. 

Let’s examine potential correspondence between multi modal processing 

opportunities for language learners in a multimedia environment and how 

these can interact to complement listening skills acquisition 

a. Retention of information in short term memory. Most current 

multimedia applications allow the student some control over the rate of 

language presentation. That is, users can start, stop, and review pieces 

of information to better understand and remember the aural text.  

b. Discriminate the sounds of the target language. When learners can see 

the faces of those speaking in the video, moreover, they can 

additionally make use of facial movements to understand the sound-

meaning correspondence in the target language. 

c. Recognize patterns of stress, rhythm, and intonation and how they 

signal information and intent. Stress, rhythm, and intonation are 

automatically highlighted when aural language is divided into syntactic 

units. When we speak, the logical breaks in our discourse (the places 

where we pause ever so slightly) occur at syntactically predictable 

junctures. When specific words are stressed and patterns of intonation 
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used, learners can be cued to closely examine the visual and spoken 

reactions of interlocutors in the video presentation. 

d. Understand reduced speech. Multimedia is particularly well suited to 

assist learners in their understanding of reduced forms of target 

language speech. Having the written version of fast, naturally-paced 

aural text on the computer screen allows the learner access to both the 

written and spoken forms simultaneously. That is, the learner may hear 

"wadjagonnado?" but will read "What are you going to do?" In this 

way, learners can come to understand the two different forms of the 

target language – spoken and written – as well as learn to decode these 

reduced forms.  

e. Recognize core vocabulary and the rules and patterns of words used to 

communicate. Coordinated aural, visual, and textual information on 

the computer screen at the same time makes up an ideal laboratory for 

student problem-solving at the level of individual words and sentence 

structures. The learner has at her disposal rich visual and contextual 

clues that can assist in breaking the code of the written and aural text.  

f. Understand communicative functions of utterances according to 

context. Video can be a very rich source of context for language 

processing. In a multimedia format, learners are provided control over 

the rate and order of video presentation and can therefore take 

advantage of starting and stopping the action in order to study 

language in a represented context. Video also typically boasts tight 
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correspondence between what is seen and what is heard. That is, in 

only very rare cases is the audio portion of video temporally 

disconnected to what is being viewed. By studying target language 

communication in a multimedia format, learners can experience and 

come to understand the connections between utterances and how they 

function within a visually depicted context. 

g. Process different speech styles, different rates, and performance errors. 

Rate and style of audio naturally vary according to the genre of the 

video selection. Multimedia that includes varied genres permits a 

broad experience of different voices with differing rates and speech 

styles. Students can control the aural text so they have sufficient time 

for their individual processing needs. 

h. Recognize that meanings can be expressed in different grammatical 

forms. Redundancy in video presentations is common. That is, 

interlocutors and narrators frequently repeat the same information in 

different ways so that meaning and intention is made clear to the 

viewer. In a multimedia format, phrases and sentences that carry the 

same or similar meaning can be highlighted for users and/or the learner 

can be prompted to highlight those phrases and sentences she feels 

express like meanings. 

i. Infer meaning and make predictions using personal knowledge, 

experiences, and strategies. Video is a medium to which language 

learners come well equipped. Students are very accustomed to 
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inferring meaning and making predictions from what they see and hear 

on the screen. In a multimedia format, these viewing/comprehension 

strategies can be cued and guided by, for example, posing pre-viewing 

questions on top of the stilled first frame of the sequence they are 

about to watch. Inference, predication, and calling up prior knowledge 

and experience can thus be activated. 

3. Listening Comprehension 

Listening is an active, purposeful processing of making sense of 

what we hear., Helgesen (2003, p. 24) in Solak (p. 1). And (Listening is 

the) “Mental process of constructing meaning from spoken input” Rost 

(2002, p. 279). In additional, Listening is conceived of as an active process 

in which listeners select and interpret information which comes from 

auditory and visual clues in order to define what is going on and what the 

speakers are trying to express”. Rubin (1995, p. 7). 

According to Rivers in Hasyuni (2006, p.8) in Permatasari (2013, p. 

8) states that listening is a creative skill. So, students should master the 

listening skill to help them master the language. The most fundamental 

aspect of comprehension is the integration of the information from the text 

with information already known by listener. Therefore, this skill helps the 

students develop other skills of English, like speaking, writing and reading 

skills. Listening is the way to get the information from the speaker that 

will say or transfer the information. 
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Listening is one of the ways to get information. As Brown says 

listening is an activity to put the information the people have heard 

(Brown, 1990. p, 148). It means that listening is an important skill for 

students to be mastered. By listening something, they get the information 

from electronic media or someone. In communication, listening is placed 

on the important aspect, because if the listener does not focus to listen, 

may be the listener will get wrong information. It means listening is one of 

the factors that will determine the success of communication. By good 

listening, of course listener can get good information. Listening is very 

important aspect, because people use this listening activity in every time 

they communicate in daily life.  

According to Wilson (2008. P. 9) in Ekawati (2017, p. 186) the 

primary purposes of human listening are getting information and pleasure, 

though there are other reasons, such as empathy, assessment and criticism. 

In the simple way, listening is the process to understand spoken language, 

and listening comprehension is a process, a very complex process, and if 

we want to measure it, we must first understand how the process works. 

An understanding about what we are trying to measure is starting point of 

the test construction. 

According to Liang (2013, p.597) in Echeverry (2016, p. 15) 

Listening comprehension “is a psychological and cognitive behavior 

which involves interaction of language input and the schemas in an 

individual’s brain”. 
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Regarding this concept, an interesting feature of listening 

comprehension is given by Buck (2001) in Echeverry (2016, p. 14) in 

which listeners “tend to have hypotheses about what is likely to come next 

in the stream of speech”. This means that listening comprehension is not 

just the ability to listen, but the ability to make predictions of what is 

coming, and in that way get to interesting conclusion about the listening 

main idea. Furthermore, the ability students have to predict what is coming 

is complemented by Hedge (2006, p. 235) in Echeverry (2016, p. 15) who 

argues that “the listener will need intelligence to follow the information, 

empathy to react towards it in an appropriate way, prior knowledge to 

understand what is said and cultural knowledge to know what might be 

suitable or not”. 

Another characteristic of listening comprehension is that when 

students are using their listening skill, most of the time, they are receptive 

to whatever come to their ears. On the other hand, when using their 

listening comprehension, listeners do not always have to utilize all the 

information available, which saves time and energy. Additionally, Byrnes 

(1984, p. 318) in Solak (p. 191) gives the special distinction to listening 

comprehension of a “highly complex problem solving activity”. However, 

listening comprehension is not only affected by the understanding of a 

main idea by the listener, as proposed by Lynch (2010, p. 76) in Aušra 

(2012, p. 136) there are four main factors that affect the listening 

comprehension process:  
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a. The listener: The listener may tune out topics that are not of interest. A 

listener who is an active participant in a conversation has more 

background knowledge to facilitate understanding of the topic than a 

listener who is eavesdropping on a conversation.  

b. The speaker: The extent to which the speaker uses colloquial language 

and reduced forms impacts comprehension. A speaker’s rate of 

delivery and many hesitations may make it difficult for a listener to 

follow.  

c. The content of the message: Content that is familiar is easier to 

understand than content with unfamiliar vocabulary or for which the 

listener has insufficient background knowledge.  

d. Visual support: Visual supports such as video, pictures, diagrams, 

gestures, facial expression, and body language can increase 

comprehension of the listener.”  

The absence of these four factors may affect significantly students’ 

listening comprehension given the fact that is necessary for students to 

have not only incoming information, but to have someone or something 

which introduces the information throughout visual support to make much 

easier their comprehension towards the message given. 

a. Listening process 

In listening process, there are two kind of process that need to 

be noticed. There are top down – and bottom –up process. The top 

down process the listener uses the message piece- by piece from the 
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speech streem, going from the parts to the whole. Bottom- up 

processing involves perceiving and parsing the speech stream strongly 

large levels beginning with audiotory – phonetic, phonemic, syllabic, 

lexical, syntactic and semantic propositional pragmatic and 

intreventive. 

b. Principal Steps of the Implementation of Visual Aids On Listening 

Harmer (2001) in Echeverry (2016, p. 25) proposes three stages 

which can be followed in classes not matter the topic that is going to 

be taught. This procedure helped teachers to guide better the project 

and consequently to contextualize learners into the different sessions 

planned to carry out. The stages mentioned above are: 

1) Presentation, this stage will allowed the pre-service teachers to 

elicit information of the topic that was going to be taught in the 

lesson. Hedge (2009) expands the presentation term by saying that 

it will be beneficial for students as it allows students to pay 

attention to and notice specific linguistic features. Thus, in this 

classroom project, at this stage, the idea of showing images at first, 

was to activate learners´ prior knowledge enrolling learners 

towards a deeper participation in the lessons that involves listening 

activities proposed by the two pre-service teachers. These images 

gave students plenty of vocabulary that could be used throughout 

the lesson. 
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2) Practice, Harmer (2009) states that in this stage the teacher 

provides models and examples for learners to practice and rehearse 

what they have listened and watched, practicing language 

structures and features of the system. The use of audio and videos 

combined with the use of images and some keywords, which were 

written down on the board, provided learners with plenty of 

information to practice and retain information that was used in the 

next stage. 

3) Production, Evans (1999) establishes that students will decide 

when to put into practice the language patterns they have acquired. 

With this in mind, the teacher proposed and encourages students to 

experiment with the new language they have learnt during the 

listening process. As pre-service teachers, it was important to 

design final tasks which contain all the content seen as it could 

guide students to achieve what was expected by the teachers. 

4.  Types of Listening by using Multimedia Visual Aids 

Teaching a foreign language (English) implies the use of different 

materials that represent a valuable resource for teachers in order to guide 

learners towards the understanding of what is being taught, in this case, 

listening. Most of these materials act as a visual support that can help 

students to comprehend and achieve the information which could not be 

attained before. Also, it is important to recognize the role and the impact 
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that some of them will have essentially when teaching and learning a 

foreign language.  

Many of these materials are closed related given that they perform 

the same function as supporters. Rautrao (2012) in Echeverry (2016, p. 17) 

states that, first, graphic aids are used to impact learners´ attention and 

retain certain information which fits with the needs they will have. Second, 

charts in form of posters, maps and diagrams are made to connect 

knowledge as source of support. Third, videos are used to facilitate 

language teaching in distinct ways. It makes the classroom interesting and 

it helps the learners to generate ideas for discussion.  akir (2006) in 

Echeverry (2016, p. 17) argued that implementing videos in language 

teaching, especially on listening comprehension, ensures authentic 

language input to the learners. Finally, both pictures and flash cards act as 

a medium of eliciting and constructing meaning to communicate those 

ideas which come from when seeing images. However, visual aids with 

too much information leads to misunderstanding of the topic among 

students and it will become confusing for them. Regarding the types of 

visual aids mentioned before, it is convenient to explore some relevant 

characteristics of visual aids in general. 

5. Characteristics of Visual Aids 

There are three main categories that distinguish visual aids. These 

categories are based on the learners’ organ senses. Byk in Echeverry 

(2016, p. 18) states that audio aids are connected to students’ auditory 
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sense and this sense is related to the implementation of material which its 

principal content is based on sounds. Additionally, those materials such as 

pictures and flash cards which offer a visual support for learners are called 

visual aids. Finally, the combination of both auditory and visual are the 

kind of supporters that involve movement accompanied by sound. Patil 

(2010) in Echeverry (2016, p. 18) gives a list of characteristics that are 

fundamental when describing and recognizing good audio visual aids: 

“They should be meaningful and purposeful, simple, cheap, improvised, 

accurate, and large enough to be properly seen by all the students the 

material for whom they are meant” 

The implementation of any of these three main categories in class 

need to be according to each one of the necessities and purposes 

established during the course. With this in mind, the effectiveness towards 

the acquisition of the target language and the development of the listening 

comprehension skill will depend in a great way in how they are designed 

and implemented into the classroom.  

The exposure and implementation of all these visual materials into 

the classroom, could result in a positive response from learners towards 

the class development. Doughty (2004) in Echeverry (2016, p. 19) 

emphasizes that if the audio track is difficult for students to be understood, 

the use of caption forms (images, graphs) will help the students to 

conceptualize what they hear, expanding their linguistic ability. In like 

manner, Suárez et al (2009) in Echeverry (2016, p. 19) establish that 
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supporting learners with sequences of images may motivate learners to be 

engaged, and they are not limited just to listen, but to pay careful attention 

on the details portrayed on the images. Likewise, Kellerman (1992, p. 245) 

in Echeverry (2016, p. 19) offers us a deeper conception of the impact that 

visual aids have as a supporting material on students listening 

comprehension: “Listening, as verbal information, is commonly 

complemented with non-verbal Information, in the form of visual 

annotations or pictures, which helps listeners to reconstruct the plot or 

interrelationship of the main events in the play, story or novel.” 

The increasing the use of pictures in the classroom will make the 

learners to increase their level of comprehension of the current content or 

topic. These images should be used to reinforce the teacher's’ message, 

clarify ideas, and improve classroom atmosphere. According to Mossaab 

(2012, p. 10) in Echeverry (2016, p. 19) “visual aids make the audience 

involved and presuppose a change from one activity to another: from 

hearing to seeing.” Even Though the effects of visual aids on listening 

comprehension are significant to the subject, Patil (2010) in Echeverry 

(2016, p. 19) expand these benefits by adding some other ones explaining 

that “Audio-visual aids help completing the triangular process of 

motivation, clarification, and stimulation.” Nonetheless, “Audio-visual 

aids are onlyefficient if they are suitable to the situation and are used 

suitably by the agent. Unsuitable aids or ones that are not used properly 

can at best divert and at worst mislead the audience.” (Oakley & Garforth, 
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1985) in Echeverry (2016, p. 20). Furthermore, some investigations have 

established that visual-aids will help learners to comprehend much better 

language input, hence, a better understanding and learning of a foreign 

language is evident, especially on listening comprehension. 

 

B. Relevant Research 

 To see relevant researches related to the title discussed in this study. 

These are relevant research which have relevancy to this research : 

1. Ji Suk Kim (2000) conducted a research entitled “Students’ Attitudes and 

Perception Toward Technology”. He used quantitative and qualitative 

research methods. The findings indicates that gender was the most 

explanatory factor and also the most frequently used variable for studies 

on students’ attitudes toward technology. He concluded that many studies 

provided data that were difficult to integrate with current research on 

technology education, it was recommended that more studies should be 

conducted using multiple regression analysis to identify explanatory 

variables for students’ attitudes toward technology. 

2. Ayah Isan Alwarashdeh (2015) conducted a research entitled “Difficulties 

that Teachers of English Encounter while Teaching Listening 

Comprehension and the Attitudes towards them in Karak Schools”. He 

used two instruments, a teachers’s questionnaire and informal interviews. 

A questionnaire was distributed to 55 participants, consisted of seven 

teachers of English. He found that 2.81 ratios ranged between low for 

problems related teacher’s profiency. 3.32 medium for problems related to 
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teaching environment. The attitudes of teachers towards listening 

comprehension were very negative, because teachers believe that most of 

the academic stages do not need to activate skill, and lack accessories that 

came with the curriculum related to listening comprehension skill. 

3. Sudiran (2015) conducted a research entitled “Students’ Perception 

towards the Use of Internet as Learning Media to Promote Reading 

Comprehension Skill”. He uses the descriptive method to reveal the 

research problems. A questionnaire is used to collect the data. It consists 

of 20 questions with five options to reveal the students’ perception of the 

use of Internet. The questionnaire is distributed to 120 students who took 

reading subject at the University of Muhammadiyah Malang. He 

concluded that the students have positive perception towards the use of 

Internet as a part of information and communication technology. The 

perception is supported by the percentage of the items of the questionnaire 

answered by the students from which they answer agree or strongly agree 

for the statement saying, “Internet is very important to learn reading”. The 

total percentage of this item is 100%. In addition, according to students, 

“Internet is important to access information”. This item get 98.6 %. In 

other words, Internet benefits students to enrich their mind by accessing a 

lot of information which enable them to increase their knowledge. 

4. Yunik Susanti (2014) conducted a research entitled “Students’ Attitude 

toward the Implementation of Teaching Listening using Dictogloss 

Technique”. Dictogloss technique is a classroom dictation activity in 
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which learners listen to a passage, note down key words and then work 

together to create a reconstructed version on the text. She chose the 

participants were 38 students in the second years students of English 

Department Faculty of Teacher Training Nusantara PGRI Kediri 

University. She found that the students have positive attitudes toward this 

technique especially in affective aspects. It suggested that the English 

teachers should use it in teaching listening.  

5. Ben djaballah Asma (2012) conducted a research entitled “The Extent of 

Implementing Multimedia in Teaching Listening Comprehension”. He 

collected data from teachers’ questionnaire, in addition to the classroom 

observation with second year LMD students, and interviews with their 

teachers of oral expression. He found that revealed that teachers do not 

implement multimedia in teaching listening comprehension, and lack of 

the appropriate materials for teaching listening skill, besides to learners’ 

lack of motivation and negative attitudes towards this skill. In the light of 

the obtained results, some suggestions and recommendations for both 

teachers and students are proposed to find out solutions to this problem. 

6. Enrique Arias Castaño (2016) conducted a research entitled 

“Implementation of visual aids on students’ listening comprehension 

activities”. He chose the participants were fifteen first grade students. For 

two months, these students were exposed to several listening 

comprehension activities along with the support of visual aids such as 

images, flashcards, videos and captions. These images were meant to 
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determine the impact those represent on the students’ language learning 

process, specifically listening comprehension skill. He used qualitative 

research, the data were gained from interview and presentation. He found 

that the inclusion of these visual aids as a support for listening 

comprehension activities, promoted on students the use of prior knowledge 

on their mother tongue and the target language, learning new vocabulary 

in a more effective way, a better cognitive process on students, and a more 

meaningful understanding of the topic discussed on each session. The 

students feel more comfortable and eager to learn and participate. 

 In conclusion, the relevant studies above have different setting place 

and period for research. They have different amount of sample and population. 

The differences with the writer study are the setting place and time, method of 

the writer study is a descriptive quantitative.  

 

C. Operational Concept 

 Operational concept is a main element to avoid misunderstanding 

in a specific study. This research is a descriptive research which is 

intended to explore students’ attitude toward the implementation of 

teaching listening by using multimedia visual aids. All of the 

components can be seen as follow by Azwar (2007, p.4-5), Sulaiman et 

al (2017, p.94), Sejdiu (2013), Sudiran (2015, p.685), Sabet (2012), 

Silviyanti (2014, p.43-45), Bulut et al (1990, p.91), Ranker (2001), Fletcher 

(1990), Baswori and Kasinu (2007), Leighbody (1968), Tyas (2017, p.36), 

Cahyanuari (2017, p.92), Ananda (2015), Yunus et al (2013): 
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1. Cognitive component or perceptual component involves 

expressions of beliefs, views, situations and ideas or important 

opinions, related to perception based on information associated 

with the object of the attitude. 

2. Affective component or emotional component involves a 

person’s feelings or emotions, such as happy or unhappy, 

enthusiastic, enjoy, interested about one’s feelings toward an 

attitude object. 

3. Conative component or behavior component involves the way 

the attitude that person have, could influence how person act or 

behave. Readiness to act and show positive attitude, can 

demonstrate and remember the object. 

D. The Indicators 

1. Students believe that using technology like multimedia visual aids such as 

video and picture is important for teaching listening skill because listening 

is an important language skill which students are required to master. 

2. Students feel enjoy and interested when teaching listening by using 

multimedia visual aids, and make them enthusiastic to do assignment or 

task. 

3. Students are ready to do their task or assignment related to listening 

comprehension when teacher use multimedia visual aids, they can 

demonstrate the lesson and able to do the task quickly, seriously and on 

time, they can remember the lesson so they can find problem solving task. 


